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本文首先通过图形仿真，构造了带半 B28N28 帽的 Chiral 型单壁氮化硼纳米
管的空间几何构型。根据其结构特点，本文利用定位配置技术和编码方法，提出
了适用的 Kekule 结构计数算法。根据 Kekule 结构计数的需要，本文还对带半
B12N12 帽的 Armchair 型氮化硼纳米管“端帽”及柱状管结构的分层方法提出了




速计算带半 B28N28 帽的 Chiral 型和带半 B12N12 帽、带半 B36N36 帽的 Armchair 型




















                                                                                             
ABSTRACT 
Boron Nitride Nanotubes are an important research subject of structural 
chemistry. It is significative to count the Kekule structures on BN-NT. At present, the 
methods for Kekule structure counting, such as enumeration, formula applying, Sachs 
algorithm and recursive algorithm, are basic for the theory on hexagonal system and 
conjugated molecule system. When the size and complexity of molecules increase 
rapidly, the performance of the calculations by pen and paper is rather tedious, or 
even impossible. Based on the theoretical analysis and software technique, we 
propose a scheme for the counting of Kekule structures on chiral BN-NT, and 
numeric results are also given.  
We first discuss the spacial structures of three-dimensional hemi-B28N28 capped 
chiral boron nitride nanotubes, and arrive to construct a well-defined one. Based on its 
structural character, we deduce some new algorithm on Kekule structure counting by 
using bond-allocating technique and suitable coding scheme. In order to improve the 
calculation, we propose also a new method to break down the cap and middle tubule 
of the hemi-B12N12 capped armchair BN-SWNTs and give the new related algorithm. 
Further more, the case of hemi-B36N36 capped armchair BN-SWNTs is also treated by 
the same method. Based on the theory of Software Engineering and the 
Object-Oriented technique, we have developed a software package —
《BNNanotube2》.  
Considering the possibility of Kekule structure counting for arbitrary conjugated 
molecule system, we develop a software package named 《Kk_Calcul》. This software 
package, based on ViewerPro, can calculate Kekule structures for anomalistic 
conjugated ststems under a user-friendly visual input interface. 
     
Keywords:  conjugated molecule system； Boron Nitride Nanotube； 
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第二章详细介绍了纳米管的基本定义以及构造带 B28N28 帽的 Chiral 型






BN-SWNT 的 Kekule 结构计数算法；并以此作为实例，详细给出了计算任意层
两端带半 B28N28 帽的 Chiral 型纳米管 Kekule 结构计数的具体过程。 
然后，我们以 Chiral 型 BN 纳米管 Kekule 结构计数算法为基础，对文[2]中
Armchair 型纳米管 Kekule 结构计数的算法提出改进，并应用于两端带半 B12N12
帽和带半 B36N36 帽的 Armchair 型 BN-SWNT。 
后，我们对带半 B28N28 帽的 Chiral 型、带半 B12N12帽的 Armchair 型和带




接枚举法计算任意共轭分子结构仿真图形的 Kekule 结构数的具体实现流程。 
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               (两侧粗线处粘合) 
图 1.1 共轭分子及相应的共轭分子系统 
   


















可写成：e=< u,v >，这里< u,v >表示u和v的无序对，即< u,v >和 < v,u > 都
表达了以u，v为端点的无向边。这样图1.2又可写成： 
G=(V,E)，  V={v1,v2,v3,v4,v5,v6}， 





Inc(vi)={ ek |ek=< vi,vj>∈E }， 
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